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Chr istine Allen

encil secure behind his ear
snug in cap and navy donkey
jacket
my step-father bends
to choose a brick;

hefts it
in his hand, runs a calloused thumb along
its length and butters the end face with a
dollop of mortar
then, kneeling on a hessian off-cut,
he places it neatly next to its predecessor
and guided by a line of twine, taps it
plumb
deftly scooping the grey excess onto his
trowel before it oozes earthwards,
wasting nothing.

It started as sand, he tells me, feathering the
bed.
Once the land round here
was covered by a warm sea. Imagine that:
there could’ve been crabs at the cattle market
and fish in our front garden! When that
departed
the sand was left behind.
One grain is so light the wind can lift it up,
remember how it stung your eyes at Rhyl?
But with a firm foundation, the right mix
worked well,
can build a bridge, a school
a home
to outrun time.

Christine Allen has always been
driven to write but finds the initial
process on a par with dental
treatment- rarely enjoyable and a
relief when it’s over.
She is currently happiy working
on the second draft of a romantic
novel. She has always focused on
prose and is thrilled to have won
the poetry category in her first
Writing Magazine competition.
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today, smaller somehow in a hired
suit, his fingers fidget with his
shirt collar but when he proffers
his arm
I hold it tight
stepping towards an uncharted
future as my lace hem surges and
foams
at my feet.

SHORTLISTED

Runners-up in the Swanwick
Poetry Competition were
Alison Proom, Camberley,
Surrey, and Jack Howard,
Dumfies and Galloway.
Also shortlisted were:
Terry Baldock, Droitwich,
Worcestershire; Gwyneth
Box, Warwick; Veronica
Bright, Torpoint, Cornwall;
Cathy Grimmer, Ripon,
North Yorkshire; Lumi
Koivu, Tavistock, Devon;
Leah Larwood, Great
Plumstead, Norfolk; Helen
Liston, Bristol; Alison
Leach, Wirral, Merseyside;
Elizabeth Mason, Wingfield,
Wiltshire; Linda Reynolds,
Gillingham, Kent.
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